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2CRSi Launches Offerings with 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon®
Information
following
Scalable Processors

the initiation of the receivership procedure of Blade SAS
Revised revenue target for 2020/21: €162-175 million

Strasbourg (France), 7 April 2021 - 2CRSi (ISIN code: FR0013341781), designer and
manufacturer of high-performance energy-efficient servers and storage systems,
announces Availability of HCI, Secure Cloud, and HPC Systems Featuring New 3rd Gen
®
Intel® Xeon
Scalable
Processors
Strasbourg
(France),
March
3, 2021 - 2CRSi (ISIN: FR0013341781), a designer and manufacturer
of high-performance, energy-efficient IT servers, provides information to its shareholders
following the opening of receivership proceedings in favor of its customer Blade SAS.
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new 2CRSi server systems based on the new 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors, in multiple
form factors to address the needs of the diverse customer target segments 2CRSi is covering, in
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“With the increased need for real-time data analytics, and requirements for strong hardware-based
security across geographically dispersed infrastructure, we are pleased to launch an extensive portfolio
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or part of the sums owed by the customer under the current contracts mentioned above. The
corresponding receivables amount to €10.8 million in the consolidated financial statements as of
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For some equipment, 2CRSi used lease financing. In this case, ownership remains with the financier until full payment of the
lease payments and the purchase option. The amount of these financial debts amounts to €3.7 million.
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An area where 2CRSi is doubling down, is in accelerators and AI. “Having built-in AI acceleration through
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and traffic prioritization options, will bring significant benefits for many customer workloads, including
high-performance vRAN and NFV, as well as storage and HPC clusters.”
€2 million invested in Blade's capital in 2019

In 2019, 2CRSi participated in the capital increase of Blade SAS, investing €2 million by offsetting
- END receivables corresponding to interests owed by Blade under an equipment sale contract. With the
entry of Blade into receivership proceedings, this investment will be fully depreciated.
Update on US subsidiary Blade Corp
About 2CRSi
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A long-standing customer whose weight is now reduced
Contact
In 2020/2021, orders delivered to the entire Blade Group are expected to represent a total of €17
million.
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rmo@2crsi.com
+33 (0) 3 68 41 10 60
+33 (0) 6 24 660 449
While 2CRSi has supported Blade in its development since 2017 by providing it with a highperformance server infrastructure with reduced energy consumption, Blade now represents about 10%
of the Group’s deliveries, thanks to the work carried out over the past 2 years to expand and diversify
the customer portfolio.
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